The protection you need to prevent
cyber attacks and secure your business.

Covalence delivers
prevention as the first
defense for SMEs.

ADVANCED MONITORING AND ANALYTICS

Covalence provides real-time visibility across your network,
helping you detect cyber threats and vulnerabilities to
measure, manage, and reduce attackable points. The result
is a consolidated, end-to-end threat detection system.

An estimated 43% of cyber attacks are aimed at small
businesses. Just one attack can prevent access to the

SIMPLE, AFFORDABLE, AND POWERFUL

systems you need to run your business, or force you to stop

Priced for SMEs, Covalence integrates easily with all existing

operations. If data is stolen, posted, or sold, you can also

software and systems. Set it up in just 15 minutes, and our

expect fines

system does the heavy lifting to protect you.

Covalence for Business provides you with a complete

SUPPORT FROM THE BEST ANALYSTS AROUND

solution in one platform for monitoring your cloud services,

Our team of expert analysts and support staff works with

network, and devices while letting you focus on

your IT provider to ensure you and your team understand

your business.

the risks to your network so you can strengthen
your defence.

Cyber security that keeps business moving.

fieldeffect.com/canadianchamber

The most sophisticated cyber threat monitoring
on the planet, made simple.

THE COVALENCE DIFFERENCE

Unlike other monitoring platforms that report on a barrage

Covalence makes it easy to understand,
prioritize, and act on cyber threats and
risks to your business.

of possible threats, including the most benign activity,
Covalence aggregates security events into simple and
actionable reporting.
Each alert is checked by our team of cyber analysts to
provide the best recommendations to improve the security
health of your network.

STAY ON TARGET WITH COVALENCE AROs

We help you identify the threats and risks to your practice and provide the
Actions, Recommendations, and Observations (AROs) that let you focus on what
matters most, breaking through the noise to help you better secure your systems.

Comprehensive threat protection and
support for your entire IT ecosystem.

DNS FIREWALL

EASY SET-UP

THREAT HUNTING AND VULNERABILITY DISCOVERY

Deploy, manage, and access Covalence’s features easily with

Receive detailed reports and immediate alerts for

minimal set-up time, whether you’re an IT professional

threats, vulnerabilities, and other security-related risks to

or not.

understand and improve your network’s security.

COMPREHENSIVE MONITORING

CYBER CONCIERGE SERVICE

Secure your network, devices, and cloud-based applications

Get the help you need, every step of the way. We are here

by identifying threats and potential vulnerabilities to traffic

for you around-the-clock to answer your security questions

through advanced monitoring and detailed analysis.

or provide the advice you need.

Prevention is your best defence.
Start securing your business today.

sales@fieldeffect.com
+1 (800) 299-8986

Ensure safe web browsing and Internet access by blocking
connections to malicious websites.

fieldeffect.com/canadianchamber
Cyber security that keeps business moving.

